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Premium Leather Conditioner by Vital Brandz Now
Available on Amazon
M Marketing October 09, 2014

Vital Brandz is pleased to announce the availability of its
Premium Leather Cleaner and Conditioner on Amazon. Vital
Brandz has made a special leather conditioner formula that
cleans and conditions leather materials at the same time.

(Newswire.net -- October 9, 2014) Dublin, VA -- Vital Brandz is
pleased to announce the availability of its Premium Leather Cleaner
and Conditioner on Amazon. Vital Brandz has made a special leather
conditioner formula that cleans and conditions leather materials at the
same time.

 

The white milky substance is said to remove aging lines and watermarks from worn out leather. With a volume of 8
ounce per bottle, the premium leather cleaner and conditioner is potent enough to restore the newness of look and feel
of all types of leather products, excluding nubuck leather.

Leather can become dry and cracked over time. The moisture is removed from the leather largely because of exposure
to the sun. Premium Leather Cleaner and Conditioner includes active ingredients that restore the natural moisture of
the leather as well as provide protection from the sun.

 

Leather bags, car interiors, boots, holsters, furniture and so on are made good as new when this premium leather
conditioner is applied.  Leather is said to be restored to its natural leather glow without leaving an oily or sticky residue
on the fibers of the leather. Manufacturers of the product assure that this leather conditioner is suitable for use on vinyl
material as well, and gives the same results.

 

This leather conditioner by Vital Brandz is said to be potent enough to manage the toughest job and gentle enough to
be used on delicate leather at the same time. The special formula essentially helps to protect leather materials from
soiling which usually occurs as a result of dirt build-up and water spills.

 

The scent of the cleaner itself is minimal and goes away shortly after drying. Depending on the intensity of the job,
one application using a lint-free cloth or a microfiber towel, should leave leather looking naturally shiny and feeling
clean and supple.

 

A high-end product like Premium Leather Cleaner and Conditioner, made in the USA, that offers a brilliant two-in-one
feature gives consumers great value for their money.

 

Vital Brandz is offering all new customers $3.00 OFF their first order of Leather Conditioner on Amazon.com with
coupon code: BMAJ4TLR - visit the link below to redeem.

http://newswire.net/newsroom/pr/00085437-leather-conditioner.html
http://www.amazon.com/Conditioner-Vital-Brandz-Furniture-Interiors/dp/B00D010TDY/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&qid=1408588270&sr=8-10&keywords=leather+conditioner
http://www.amazon.com/Conditioner-Vital-Brandz-Furniture-Interiors/dp/B00D010TDY/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&qid=1408588270&sr=8-10&keywords=leather+conditioner
http://newswire.net/
http://www.amazon.com/Conditioner-Vital-Brandz-Furniture-Interiors/dp/B00D010TDY/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&qid=1408588270&sr=8-10&keywords=leather+conditioner


 

http://www.amazon.com/Conditioner-Vital-Brandz-Furniture-Interiors/dp/B00D010TDY/ref=sr_1_10?
ie=UTF8&qid=1408588270&sr=8-10&keywords=leather+conditioner

About Vital Brandz

Premium Leather Cleaner & Conditioner is committed to three things: great customer service, social responsibility, and
producing a consistent product that works. Our commitment to customer service - every bottle sold comes with a
100% satisfaction guarantee, if you aren't 100% satisfied, we will refund your money! Thank you for entrusting your
leather to us.

Vital Brandz

Dublin, VA 24084
Dublin, VA United States  24084
866-260-6967
info@premiumleathercleaner.com
http://premiumleathercleaner.com
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